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The Chevrolet Cavalier is a line of small cars produced for the model years through by
Chevrolet , and then later reintroduced in for the Chinese Market. The Cavalier replaced the
Monza in North America. The Monza was available as a 2-door coupe , a 3-door hatchback and a
3-door wagon using the same body as the discontinued Vega wagon, the model it replaced. The
inexpensive Chevette was retained even as sales declined, and was formally replaced by even
smaller captive imports. Both previous platforms had rear-drive layouts while the new design
followed the front wheel drive trend, as in the Dodge Omni and Honda Civic. Ford and Chrysler
also introduced new front drive compacts. The small Cavalier even helped fill in lagging sales of
the compact Citation. The Cavalier first went on sale in May as a model with front-wheel-drive,
[2] a choice of two carbureted versions of the GM series four-cylinder pushrod engines, and 2
and 4-door sedan, hatchback, and station wagon body styles. Convertibles were added in ,
initial production totaling less than The Cavalier name originated from GM's then-British
subsidiary Vauxhall , who applied it to badge engineered variants of the Opel Ascona , the third
generation of which was the first J-body car to be released. The models received a mild facelift
featuring quad headlights. Z24 was introduced in for model year coupe and hatchback
configurations. The Cavalier was restyled in for the model year. The sedan and wagon were
unchanged from the doors back, while the coupe's exterior was completely redesigned. This
resulted in different trunk designs for the coupe and sedan. The convertible was only available
as a Z The VL and RS came standard with the 2. An electronic dashboard was available with the
RS and Z24 trims. For , the steering column was redesigned. The new self-aligning steering
wheel was designed so as to reduce injuries in a collision by bending to conform to the driver's
chest. Also, rear shoulder belts became standard on all models. RS and Z24 custom cloth
seating received a new style of front bucket seats with integral headrests. For , the base engine
was enlarged to a 2. Door-mounted automatic front seatbelts were added due to US passive
restraint legislation. The optional V6 engine was also upgraded to the 3. However, the Beretta
convertible was shelved at the eleventh hour, before a Cavalier convertible could be prepared.
The Cavalier got a more extensive restyling that involved a new hood, bumpers, headlights,
taillights, wheel covers and a redesigned interior, however with the body style remaining
unchanged. Most notably, the cooling system was redesigned to draw air from the bumper,
giving it a Ford Taurus -style bumper and grille-less nose. The new bumpers were unpainted,
with the option to have them colored grey, black or white; the latter only available on
white-colored models. The RS and the Z24 eschewed this for a color keyed body package. Z24
models also gained the options for a height adjustable driver's seat and a CD player. The
platform and trim lines were carried over, while the convertible was brought back mid-year in
the RS trim only with the V6 standard. Minor changes for also included the Alpha Tech ignition
lock cylinder, which incorporated a dual-bit key that was larger and thicker in size in
comparison to the old single-bit lock cylinder system that had been used for years. The lock
system was intended to be a stronger deterrent to vehicle theft, but constant problems were
reported with the lock jamming. It was dropped after an improved dual-bit single key system
was introduced for the model year and redesign. For , the 2. Antilock brakes were added as a
standard feature, as Delco Moraine had managed to develop a low-cost system. Power locks
were also standard, and were designed to automatically lock when the car is shifted out of park,
or if the car is traveling at least 8 miles per hour in manual transmission equipped Coupe
models. Model year brought minimal changes to the Cavalier line. The convertibles receive a
glass rear window, allowing rear window defrost as an option. The VL trim was dropped on the
wagon, while the 2. The Chevrolet Cavalier was introduced in Mexico in model year to replace
the Chevrolet Celebrity which has been until then the access to mexican GM lineup. The initial
offer consisted only in a 4 door sedan with a 2. For the mexican Cavalier continues unchanged.
For , the mexican Chevrolet Cavalier in addopts the aestethics from the Pontiac Sunbird. No
wagons and convertibles were offered in Mexico. The Cavalier received its first total redesign
for , with expanded dimensions and more aerodynamic styling, taking minor design cues from
the 4th generation Chevrolet Camaro. Some of the basic styling cues remained however, such
as the bumper-integrated grille, the coupes' dipped beltline, and the charcoal-colored bumpers
on some base model cars. Coupe, sedan, and convertible options were offered, however the
wagon model was discontinued. The car now had the available option of 15 and 16 inch wheels.
By , the Cavalier became the best selling car within the entire GM lineup. For the 3rd generation,
powertrain options were limited to inline-four engines. The option for a V6 engine , which had
been available in the first and second generation, was dropped and replaced by a new
four-cylinder of similar power output. Base and RS models still retained the 2. As of a new
4-speed automatic became available in any trim. The Z24 and LS convertible used the 2. This
engine could also be special ordered on a 4 door LS model. The 2. The Z24 only came in
two-door coupe models until and featured a sport-tuned suspension, inch tires, alloy wheels

and improved interior electronics. Aesthetically little changed from the other models other than
a ground effects kit and taller rear spoiler. In a 4-door Z24 Sedan debuted, featuring the same
mechanics but having a less sporty body. The Z24 trim also received several other upgrades
including a wider front sway bar and FE2 Sports Suspension for better handling characteristics,
and less aggressive ABS anti-lock braking system. In , the 3-speed automatic was dropped from
the base models equipped with the 2. These engines improved fuel economy, featuring the
same displacement as the GM Pushrod Engine 2. The supercharger kit was developed and
tested by General Motors and could only be installed at a GM dealer. This upgrade increased
performance considerably due to a pressure of 4. The third generation Cavalier had two
facelifts. There was a minor one in with new front and rear bumper fascias which included
revised headlamps and taillamps for models. Also, IIHS fatality risks statistics rated the Cavalier
among the "highest rates of driver deaths", with four-door to two-door driver deaths per million
registered vehicle years. Average for the Cavalier class small was four-door to two-door driver
deaths per million registered vehicle years. Aside from the fact that it was right hand drive, the
Toyota Cavalier also featured a leather-wrapped shift knob, steering wheel and park brake lever,
wider front fenders, amber turn signals for Japanese regulations, power folding side mirrors,
side turn signal repeater lights on the front fenders, and carpeting on the inside of the trunk lid.
Interior seats were often flecked with color, and the rear seat had a fold-down armrest. Vehicles
produced from February through December were available with a leather interior equipped with
an automatic transmission only. All models featured wheels borrowed from the Pontiac Sunfire.
The Toyota Cavalier was available in 2. TRD made a body kit and rear wing for the Cavalier,
available exclusively in Japan. The car was sold only at Toyota Store Japanese dealerships. The
Toyota Cavaliers came equipped with the 2. Prices for the coupe started at 2 million yen for the
coupe, and 1. The introduction of the Toyota Cavalier was not the first time the Cavalier was
sold in Japan. Yanase Co. When the decision was made to sell the Cavalier as a Toyota, this
disrupted operations at Yanase. Yanase also provides complete maintenance services for all
vehicles sold. Due to higher than typically average vehicle inspection costs, a fair number of
these vehicles are re-exported as Japanese used cars, most notably to Australia and New
Zealand. Production of the Toyota Cavalier ceased in June Despite Toyota making considerable
efforts to sell the Cavalier on the domestic market, the Japanese public perceived the quality of
workmanship to not be up to the standard typically expected of locally built cars. This car was
discontinued in , the last Cavalier rolled off the assembly line on October 6, It was developed on
the same platform as the first generation Cruze, the Delta II platform , and uses the 1. Its pricing
sets the Cavalier exactly between the smaller Sail and the more modern second generation
Cruze. Deliveries started in September, with almost 10, units sold in its first month, but there are
indications the Cavalier cannibalizes sales of the similarly priced first generation Cruze, which
continues to be sold in China. As of , the fourth generation Cavalier is also sold in Mexico with
the same name, replacing the Chevrolet Sonic. The Cavalier was updated for the model year for
Mexico with minor changes, adding three new colors, new alloy design, four airbags and ABS
brakes, three-point seatbelts, and stability control as well as minor changes to the interior for
the LT trim line including a 7" with Chevrolet myLink and Smartphone Integration for Apple
CarPlay. The Cavalier went on sale on 23 September From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Not
to be confused with Vauxhall Cavalier. Motor vehicle. Car Body Design. Retrieved Decatur,
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Sold as a Police Pursuit Vehicle. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep
you safe. The sales staff was excellent they had a good price on the truck it was a very simple
process I would buy from them again. Sales staff was so helpful and attentive to my needs. I
test drove two different vehicles and will likely buy from them soon. Love the Manager who
does all the paper works. She is amazing, friendly, and very welcoming. I hope, Next are I go
back, I will make sure I talk to her for my next buy. They were quick to respond to my inquiry
and very friendly! Looking forward to meeting with them to look at and test drive a vehicle
tomorrow. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide

on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After
all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in
their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Chevrolet Cavalier listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private
Seller: bill. CarGurus Pay. Image Not Available. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer. Private Seller:
James. Why Use CarGurus? For more than a decade, the Cavalier has been a staple sales leader
for Chevy dealers. Understandably so, because the Cavalier offered reasonable value and was
priced low enough to compete with many smaller, but more modern, automobiles. The
undeniable fact of the matter, however, was that the Cavalier had been around for 14 years with
only minor styling changes and few modifications. Last year, an all-new Cavalier debuted, and
we are duly impressed. The only shortcomings with the new car are the sluggish and loud base
engine, the low seating positions, and the odd distortions evident in the lower corners of the
windshield. GM's venerable 2. Equipped with this powerplant, the Cavalier lags behind its
primary competition, the Dodge Neon, in power and acceleration. Optional in sedans and
convertibles is a new 2. The Cavalier is a much more livable car with this engine, and we wish
that Chevrolet offered this powertrain in the base coupe as well. The sporty Z24 coupe is
available with the twin-cam engine, and in this application can be equipped with either
automatic or manual transmission. Five-speed models are as quick as the Neon Sport Coupe
from rest to 60 mph. At just one year of age, Chevrolet is already taking steps to improve the
Cavalier. The twin-cam engine replaces last year's 2. Cavalier also receives new fabrics in base
models, a PASSLock security system, optional remote keyless entry and new radios. Daytime
running lights have been added, and base sedans can be gussied up with an Appearance
Package consisting of body-color fascias and moldings, touring tires and bolt-on wheel covers.
Two new paint colors are new for , and long-life ,mile coolant has been installed in all engines.
Overall, we think Chevy has a winner here. The styling is attractive and contemporary. The
interior is comfortable and well laid-out. Antilock brakes are standard equipment. And, best of
all, the price is dead on; low enough to make the four-door Geo Metro an exercise in
redundancy. We think the Cavalier will be a big hit for Chevrolet, and recommend that you
check it out if a compact car fits your needs. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands
of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to
help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply
research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Chevrolet Cavalier. Is it better to lease or buy
a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Chevrolet lease specials Check out Chevrolet
Cavalier lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The 2. Four-speed automatic transmission includes
traction control. Daytime running lights debut, remote keyless entry is optional on LS and Z24
and base models get new interior fabrics and an Appearance Package. Read more. Write a
review See all 72 reviews. This car is crappy. Not only is it ugly,it's crap!!! Wicked car - Cavalier
I looked at a number of cars before buying my Cavalier Its price was great and condition pretty
good. It drives very well. I had to replace the gas tank got a used one for a good price and free
labor. Overall a very good car. Bought this car still under factory warrenty. Immediately the
lifters started knocking, interior rattled, muffler began making an obnoxious rattle. Right after
Chevy sent a notice that the head gaskets were defective the engine blew up. Next engine has
had nothing but problems - emissions and drivability. I, like so many other Cavalier owners,
have had too many problems with the car to find it enjoyable. Read less. See all 72 reviews of
the Used Chevrolet Cavalier. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety
scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Cavalier. Sign Up.
But Cavalier's competition changes in roughly four-year cycles, so it was time to redesign the
aging commuter. Cavalier is offered as a coupe, sedan or convertible, in Base, LS and Z24 trim

levels. Our test vehicle for this week, the Z24 coupe, exhibits some very classy lines and
aerodynamic flair, along with good handling skills, but you can still see its economy car roots.
OUTSIDE - Visibility problems experienced with the old Cavalier have been addressed in the
new model by lowering the cowl, increasing its glass area, and slimming the pillars that support
the roof. Structural integrity has been enhanced as well, and Chevrolet engineers have
significantly strengthened its chassis in both bending and twisting, which results in a
noticeable improvement on the road. As expected, the various Cavalier models can be outfitted
with different styling combinations such as body-color bumpers and side molding, along with
three different tire sizes. Our Z24 test vehicle used handsome five-spoke alloy wheels with inch
high performance tires. INSIDE - The crisp, clean design of the new dashboard layout features
simple-to-use rotary dials for its ventilation and audio controls. Most drivers should be able to
tailor a comfortable position, as Z24 models come standard with a tilt steering column and
softer, upscale upholstery. Other standard Z24 interior features include a full folding rear seat,
air conditioning, tinted glass, floor mats and an inside trunk release. Our test car came with a
Preferred Equipment package that adds cruise control, power windows, door locks and mirrors,
along with keyless entry and variable speed intermittent wipers. Trunk space is ample, even
more so with the rear seat folded, and it's easy to load items due to its low lift-over height. Z24's
standard cargo net helps keep grocery bags in check. It uses twin overhead camshafts, four
valves per cylinder and dual counter-rotating balance shafts to smooth vibrations. The new
engine's longer stroke, larger displacement and revised camshaft timing are the mechanical
differences from last year's 2. Acceleration proved so-so at best, but was easily able to sprint
the car to freeway speeds. The Z24's standard five-speed manual transmission shifted
smoothly, and seems appropriate for the sporting Z24 model. If manually changing gears isn't
appealing, a four-speed automatic transmission is optional. Its suspension layout is very basic,
with MacPherson struts and coil springs up front, and a simple twist beam rear axle. Stabilizer
bars front and rear, which help keep the car flat under hard cornering, are standard on Z24
models. They are also fitted with quick-ratio power rack-and-pinion steering, which provides
good feedback and crisp turn-in. A curving road may not be cause for rejoicing while piloting
the Z24, but the car holds its own with performance cars costing much more. Models fitted with
GM's optional four-speed automatic transmission now available on base versions come
standard with traction control, which limits wheelspin on slippery surfaces. Search, Explore,
and Discover! Here are images, Auto presents once again this year our list of the 10 most
affordable all-wheel drive vehicle In , the Ford Mustang was once again â€” for the sixth straight
year in fact - the top-selling muscle car in the U. The Dodge Challenger and Chevrolet Ca
Favourite added temporarily. To add it to your profile, you will need to sign in. New Cars.
Technical Specifications: Chevrolet Cavalier 4-dr. Year Submodel 2-dr 4-dr Convertible. Trim
Base LS. Suspension and Steering. Front Tires. Front-wheel drive. Traction Control Option.
Transmission Option. Cargo Capacity. Curb Weight. Fuel Tank Capacity. Comfort and
Convenience. Top of page. Exterior Details. Interior Details. Exterior Colours. Interior Colours.
Anti-Lock Brakes. Brake Type. Driver Airbag. Passenger Airbag. Road Tests and Reviews. Be
the first to review this vehicle. Space and Access. Driving Dynamics. General Appreciation. I
want my review to be anonymous. Forgot your password? Click here. Please login to submit
your evaluation. You May Also Like. The Mustang Outpaces Challenger and Camaro in In , the
Ford Mustang was once again â€” for the sixth straight year in fact - the top-selling muscle car
in the U. More Articles. Leasing Financing. No Images available. Successful Operation Favourite
added temporarily. Choose 12 24 36 48 60 72 84 Make Chevrolet. Model Cavalier. I recently had
the coil pack housing replaced and took it for a tune-up new spark plugs, etc. A new battery was
installed last week. At only 85, miles, it's running smoothly and is very reliable. Message me
with any questions or if you'd like to check it out. Runs very well. Driven all summer without
issue, over miles in a few months. Regularly MPG. Loves the highway! Bump the key and go,
starts first time every time regardless of weather. All power options function as intended,
although passenger window is notably slower than the others when rolling up. Stereo
sometimes does not play through R speakers and does not play cassette tapes. Cruise Control
works correctly. All gauges read accurately and work properly. Any problems corrected, any
maintenance addressed: New Windshield Make Chevrolet. Automobile has normal wear of a
automobile. No issues with drive train and is in running order. The automobile is located in the
eastern part of North Carolina. Willing to meet anyone to inspect or drive the vehicle in a public
area. Auto will need to be picked up by buyer. The engine seemed to be in great condition with
only approximately 87, miles. This car has been in my own opinion well taken care and well
maintenance as of the last three years. This car was in two magazines, including the cover of
jbody mag in with over 50 trophies. Full custom Marbleized exterior paint job. Full fiberglass
interior paint job. TV's in side, as well as in back windows shown on exterior. Play station 2.

Carbon fiber taillights. Nitrous purge kit. Cold air intake. New yellow top battery. New timing belt
and water pump. Shaved door handles with door popper remote. Alarm system. I've had this car
since miles. Has chips here and there. Needs new tire and cd player. Willing to negotiate.
Excellent condition one owner car owned by a non-smoker. Teal Blue paint still has it's original
deep blue color. Interior seats are light tan color material that show very limited wear. Tires are
new and have only a few hundred miles. The car runs very good and has been very reliable. The
car was always serviced by a Chevy dealer. Classic 5 speed, V6 manual transmission Z24 Chevy
Cavalier. Brand new tires all 4 , new exhaust system, replaced bake lines and brakes, and all
hoses, thermostat. Only 2 owners! The air conditioner needs to be recharged, but everything
else has been fixed. Passed inspection in May Title is free and clear. Body is in good shape, no
accidents, just normal wear inside and out. Fast little car. Good gas mileage freeway, and fair in
town driving. Body is Coupe. This car runs and drives as it should, it does have k on the body
but has only k on a replacement engine, the headliner is starting to fall and the passenger side
windows does fall off track but will still roll up an down. It drives really smooth! The stereo will
keep the music going during your daily commute! The cruise control takes all the effort out of
those long drives. With seating for 4 adults and a spacious trunk, there is plenty of room for the
whole family and all your stuff! This is the perfect family car or first car for the new driver in the
family! And the best part? You can put the top down and enjoy all the beautiful weather Florida
has to offer! White with dark interior Runs well Looks good Good tires on aluminum rims plus
an extra matching wheels and good tires!!! We bought it with about 75, miles about and have
had less then normal maintenance needed. This car is still an eye catcher. You would never
know it's 26 years old when you see it. There's that classic Z style that turns everyone's head.
She's fun and fast. Mechanically sound, I still drive it to work daily. It's going to be hard to part
with, but I'd like to sell it to someone who will keep it running for a long time and fix it up they
way it should be. If I had the money, I would do it myself. This car came from California and it
has been stored winters. Just bought new tabs. Let me know if you have any additional
questions and thank you for looking. The interior has no rips or tears, but shows wear. Please
call or text him with all questions at Leave a message. He works during the day and will return
your calls in the evening. It is in good condition and the owner would not to be hesitant to drive
it just about anywhere. Please Note: Four origional factory aluminum wheels are included in
sale. Again, I am listing this car for a friend. He works during the day and will return your calls
or texts in the evening. Georgetown, TX. Monroeville, PA. North Kingstown, RI. Garden City, NY.
South Milwaukee, WI. Hanover, MA. Chester Twp, NJ. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Cars for Sale Chevy Cavalier Z Chevrolet : Cavalier Z24 chevy cavalier z 24 convertible 2. Year
Make Chevrolet Model Cavalier. Chevrolet : Cavalier Z24 89 chevy chevrolet cavalier z 24
convertible 5 speed manual 2. Chevrolet : Cavalier z24 cavalier z 24 2. Year - Make - Model -.
Category - Mileage - Posted Over 1 Month. Prev 1 2 3 Next. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters
Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. But, Chevrolet hid a gem in a pile of
garbage. Chevy first introduced the Z24 in , and unofficially deemed it the little brother of the
Camaro. Here are the five reasons why you need to buy a Cavalier Z24 today. When it comes to
Z24 Cavaliers, you have quite a few options to choose from when picking a body style that you
like. If you like older looking cars, you could purchase a 1st, or 2nd gen Cavalier Z The real star
of the Z24 lineage is the 3rd gen. It features styling cues from the Camaro, as well as ditching
the s looks for some updated s looks. The 3rd gen Z24 came in a coupe and convertible the
entire time it was available, and the general public loved it. However, they were missing a
four-door sedan, which could provide a perfect equal medium between a sporty car and full
sedan functionality. So, just before it was ended Chevy offered a 4-door sedan version, but only
produced it for a short amount of time. This makes the sedan fairly rare and sought after.
Additional Cavalier information can be found on Wikipedia. If you look at the front and rear tail
lights of the Cavalier Z24 you can definitely tell it was influenced by its Japanese competitors as
well as the 90s as a whole. The unsuspecting looks definitely add to the sleeper factor of this
car. Some of the parts of the Cavalier chassis J-body are shared with the Dodge Neon, and the a
few other J-Body vehicles that were built at the time. This gives the Z24 a massive improvement
in braking performance, as well as track-ability if you ever decide to begin racing on the track.
On top of all of that there is a decently sized aftermarket backing for the Cavalier Z24 and the
J-Body chassis as a whole. This is because of the sales success of the the sporty little Z24, as
well as it being an American car in the American market. Sounds pretty slow right? Well, you
have to remember that back in the 90s horsepower was actually a decent amount. The Ford
Mustang and Chevy Camaro were at about horsepower at the time. But, that horsepower is able
to propel the Cavalier Z24 from in 7. That 7. Funny enough that time is also not to far behind a
Scion FRS. The Cavalier was a light car to begin with, its around the same size as its biggest
competitor, the Civic. The Z24 weighs in at around 2, â€” 2, lbs. That makes the Z24 lighter than

a modern Mini Cooper and really makes it a fun little car to drive. Why do you think Lotus is
even in business? Because really light cars are stupidly fun, but not that comfortable. I know 7.
The golden option of the Z24 was an Eaton M45 supercharger kit, which was only available
through specific GM dealerships and could only be installed by them. The supercharger kit only
ran 4. If there was such a thing as a sleeper factor, this car would be nearly off of the charts.
Along with the rise in popularity with sleepers, the Cavalier Z24 has started to rise in price due
to a large amount of people wanting one in a short period of time. In a world of loud, bight
colored cars its a nice change to see a car that is hidden amongst regular boring cars. Did I just
lose to a Cavalier?! If you like sleepers than the Cavalier Z24 is a good fit for you. The problem
with the Z24 is the same problem the Miata has. Regardless of how awesome and fun it is to
drive, people will still make fun of you. If you drive a Cavalier, Civic, Miata or anything else small
and fun, people are bound to make fun of you. If you can deal with the hate and like small sporty
cars then the Cavalier Z24 is definitely for you. Unfortunately, due to its drum brake rear and
suspension design it can never become a true performance car. I agree with this Swedish
comment. I had once briefly once until it caught fire. Plus a mph time of as low as 5. No one
even thinks twice when they see a 4 door square box sedan pull up to them at a light. But after
said same sedan leaves them far behind when the light turns green the looks on faces is
priceless. For starters, the Z24 was available as far back as the first generation, and was even
available in liftback during that time. It was also available in convertible up until the model year,
when the convertible was dropped all together. Two, the 2. And with the 2. The hp you
mentioned comes from the single cam 2. Thirdly, the Z24 sedan was only available for a few
months in Once the Z24 moniker was dropped in April, so was the 2. Lastly, the rear drums and
basic suspension is easily swapped to independent rear, along with rear discs from the same
car. Thank you for your input Evan, I have further updated this article. Tell me what you think
about it now. Thanks â€” CarGuyBryce. Much better. And the pic you used for the first gen is a
good one. Rear brakes have also been sourced from the Shelby Daytona Turbo. Actually the
original 3rd generation Z24 model was a 2. The 2. The Twin Cam was the same HP, but slighter
better torque curve. I owned a My friend has one with the 1. Talk about building the ultimate
sleeper. I have a Z24 with 2. Never really looked into it, but these puppies can have some
strange electrical problems. That quad engine is the truth if you know what to do with it had one
in a grand am bored ported polished piped Beretta transmission. I confirm the cavalier is a nice
sleeper, I drive a supercharged 2. I was amazed as well when I discovered that. Which was just
as I read your post. I had heard or read that Toyota had a version of the cavalier but the rest was
unknown to me. Loved the article. I have an 89 Base Model. I really want to do some mods to it,
but I lack mechanical skill. I have a 98 cavalier z24 with the 2. Nothing is shared between J
bodies and Neons. The Neon parts need to be modified to fit the J body. I did the very first
adaptation of parts to swap in rear discs. I have owned this car since day one for 18 years and
its still in showroom condition! Stereo, speakers, clutch and mostly everything is the way it left
GM. Hell, i even checked ths car in off the truck when i was a Chevy tech at the dealer i worked
for. They really are sleepers. I play with mine here and there but i still baby ghis old girl!
Besides, it was my first new car! Bright white, fully loaded with a 5 speed! Zero rust and zero
defects! I have a white Z24 that I bought new. If anyone is looking for one of these, mine is
currently for sale. I hate to give it up because it has been a sweetheart. After a heart scare at age
70, I need to downsize a bit from owning four cars. The only mod from stock is a set of higher
quality speakers, but I have kept the originals. I was wondering where I can get the factory
specs on the Pontiac V6 5 spd. Im selling one for a ole timer friend.. I dont even know the year
yet but its sure nice insideâ€¦seriously thinking of keeping it myself lol. The paint has seemed to
dulled very badly indeed no shine to it â€¦its the most faded paint i think ive ever seen. Anyway
any info on body parts if they are being made , modifications like flare kits hood scoops etc and
engine accesoryyies. Also does it share alot with the sunbirds or cavaiers even? Ok i have a z24
3. Its sitting wasting was hoping to clean up body has minimal rust but bottoms of both doors
are gone,was driving till this year has km pls if one of u car guys that know what to do pls take
and keep from junk heap as it will just rot away before my eyes. I am putting a top-end on the
first gen 3. The throttle body is larger, therefore more air. I compared gaskets and the heads
should bolt right up. The only problem is the pushrods being different sizes, but a set of custom
rods ought to do the trick. My 91 is gonna growl! I also have a strange electrical problem with
my cav 2. Body issues, side dent wife backed into , rusting along lower body from door to wheel
well both sides, broken motor mount, stereo fuse blows out. Oil change done every 3k miles.
What can I expect or what would you recommend as a selling price? I have a 2. Also want to
give it headers and duals. I am in Baton Rouge Louisiana. I recently bought a z24 with the 3.
Runs and drives awesome. Clear coat has peeled in a few spots but besides that in good shape.
Any one know the value of this car. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the

next time I comment. Currently you have JavaScript disabled. In order to post comments, please
make sure JavaScript and Cookies are enabled, and reload the page. Click here for instructions
on how to enable JavaScript in your browser. Body Styling When it comes to Z24 Cavaliers, you
have quite a few options to choose from when picking a body style that you like. Parts Sourcing
Some of the parts of the Cavalier chassis J-body are shared with the Dodge Neon, and the a few
other J-Body vehicles that were built at the time. Optional Eaton Super Charger The golden
option of the Z24 was an Eaton M45 supercharger kit, which was only available through specific
GM dealerships and could only be installed by them. Sleeper Factor If there was such a thing as
a sleeper factor, this car would be nearly off of the charts. Let us know what you think in the
comments! About Bryce Cleveland Articles. Bryce founded Dust Runners Automotive Journal in
as a way to write about the cars he found interesting. Follow him on Instagram for more bryce.
Previous VTEC vs. I modified my 98 Cavalier with a Z24 front bumper cover, and a rear bumper
cover and foam. The Grand Prix was a W-Body. Is fun. To drive. It is. Is fast. Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. This vehicle is likely to have multiple
mechanical, cosmetic and or auto body defects. The term AS IS which means the buyer accepts
the car with all known and unknown problems at the time the car is purchased. That there is
absolutely NO expressed or implied warranty of condition or fitness for any reason or particular
purpose. This applies to both the mechanical and cosmetic condition of the AS IS vehicles. The
purchaser of an AS IS vehicle will pay all cost for any repairs associated with the purchased
vehicle. Feldman Automotive and Feldman Chevrolet of Lansing assumes no responsibility for
any repairs regardless of any verbal statements made about any vehicle in the Wholesale to the
Public section. See Dealer for further details. Price does not include tax, title, license or dealer
fee. Vehicle located at Feldman Chevrolet of Lansing. That is okay You will be updated of any
future price savings and specials. It is real simple Description: Used Chevrolet Cavalier. Make
Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Cavalier trim. What's more, our
commitment to your satisfaction transcends the day you sign for your car loan or Chrysler,
Dodge, Jeep and RAM lease. What do you say, isn't it time you put yourself first? We aim to
please! Price does not include title, license, or dealer doc fees. Price contains all applicable
dealer incentives and non-limited factory rebates. You may qualify for additional rebates; see
dealer for details. Recent Arrival! That is what makes us the best place in michiana to buy your
next pre owned car truck or SUV. Check out all of our inventory at HeadersAuto. Mishawaka
Indiana. Visit Headers Auto Sales online at headersauto. Good credit bad credit. Second chance
auto loans first time buyers welcome. Everyone is Financed O. We also accept trade-ins, push,
pull or tow! We desire to help our customers with financing. This vehicle is in excellent shape.
Every vehicle at Elite Preowned Auto we service and guarantee. We stand by our vehicles with a
warranty. Thanks for looking! Flaunting a sharp indigo blue metallic exterior and a graphite
interior, this car is a sight to see from the inside out. Call today to take this vehicle for a spin!
Trade must be present at time of transaction. We have a state of the art facility that is ready to
help you with your new or used Volkswagen purchase, used cars, used trucks, used SUVs, and
used vans wherever you live. Call us at or visit our website at Come see why The Difference is
Hawkins! Our experienced sales staff prides itself on not only offering a paramount selection of
new and used cars, but a distinctive, personalized approach to service to match. Includes 3.
Available only in the 48 contiguous U. Fuel economy calculations based on original
manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included
equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Come in or call today about this Chevrolet Cavalier!
Sensibility and practicality define the Chevrolet Cavalier! Providing great efficiency and utility!
This 4 door, 5 passenger sedan provides exceptional value! The following features are included:
air conditioning, tilt steering wheel, and 1-touch window functionality. Smooth gearshifts are
achieved thanks to the efficient 4 cylinder engine, providing a spirited, yet composed ride and
drive. Our experienced sales staff is eager to share its knowledge and enthusiasm with you.
They
2001 chevy tahoe fuel pump relay
2009 corolla fuel filter
can bus diagram
'll work with you to find the right vehicle at a price you can afford. We are here to help you.
Odometer is miles below market average! Apple Ford Lincoln has zero responsibility for any
repairs after the sale. We do appreciate your business, and want to make sure this vehicle is
represented for what it is, a Pre-Wholesale vehicle. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Save Search. Our Top Picks. No accidents. All 21 Listings. Enter your ZIP code to
show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show
local listings. Year s. Type Sedan 12 Coupe 9. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 15

Manual 2. Engine Type Gas 1. Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive Cylinders 4 cylinders 1. Fuel
Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Title
issue. Price Drop. Not provided. Frame damage. Showing 1 - 18 out of 21 listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. This car is crappy. Not only is it ugly,it's crap!!! Sign Up.

